
4.5.2.1 Sequential and time-interval analysis 
 
Sequence analysis goes under a variety of names, including BSA (behavioural 
sequence analysis) and ESDA (exploratory sequential data analysis). It is used in 
ethology, social psychology, developmental psychology, and ergonomics. In the 
simplest case, a record of behaviour over time can be treated as a succession of 
discrete events, each belonging to one of a modest number of types or classes. So abc 
might represent a behaviour (or other event) of type a, followed by one of type b, and 
so on. This version of the data is created by coding the raw observations or films in 
three stages.  
 
First the record is 'parsed' or 'unitised', identifying the break-points between 
behaviours, or points where one behaviour is succeeded by another. In the 
psychological case, this has been found to raise interesting issues in itself about the 
structure of the behaviour stream, and the way it is perceived (Dickman, 1963; 
Newtson 1973).  
 
Next the discrete events or behaviours are categorised, replacing each one in the data 
string by the type to which it belongs. A great deal hangs on what types are used and 
how each is defined. Ideally a type should not consist merely of behaviours that are 
similar in form or function, but of behaviours that are similar in the ways they form 
sequences with others (van Hooff, 1973). This is a recurring concept in the analysis of 
structures in various fields, including linguistics, where it is called 'test-frame 
analysis' or 'the principle of commutation', and chemistry where it underpins the 
concept of valency. Successive events (or types) may be quite diverse in form and 
duration, but they cannot blend, overlap, or be simultaneous - rather like beads of 
assorted shapes and colours on a single string. Alternative approaches may define 
events by duration, sampling the behaviour stream every 10 seconds, say. 
 
Finally the relative prevalence of particular strings of types is examined. The 
elementary building blocks of this technique are pairs of successive event-types called 
'transitions', often tallied in tables called transitional frequency matrices, or converted 
to probabilities in transitional probability matrices. These tables can then be examined 
to see whether they show non-random properties of sequential organisation overall; 
and whether particular transitions, such as ab or bc have made a singular contribution 
to the pattern that warrants their inclusion in a flow diagram or transition map of the 
behaviour. 
 
This is simple, but not all that simple. ab could be by far the commonest transition in 
the data, but only by chance, if a and b are both very common events. The standard 
solution is the evaluate the matrix using a Chi-squared or similar test, which corrects 
for chance by comparing the observed frequency of occurrence of each transition with 
an expected frequency (row total x column total / grand total).  
 
Individual cells (transitions) are of interest when their standard normal residual (in 
effect their contribution to the Chi-squared value of the table) reaches a criterion 
value (Colgan and Smith, 1978). In effect this is to ask does ab occur so often because 
a is raising the probability of b, and likewise for all other transitions? This is 
appropriate when the question is a causal one - what controls the occurrence of b? 
However the analysis is probably over-used and a different logic is needed for 



prediction. If the question is 'after a, what will happen next?' the important measure is 
the conditional probability of b given a, regardless of whether the presence of a has 
raised that above the baseline or unconditional probability of b. In that case the use of 
Chi-squared will produce false negatives. 
 
Transitions of special interest - typically those that are statistically over-represented - 
are often summarised in a transition map such as figure 4.x.  
 

 
 

Figure 4.x: Transition map of behaviours before and after release of 
spiroacetal in female/female contest of Goniozus legneri at lag 2. 

 
However, transitions picked out in this way are not transitive. ab could be more 
common than chance, and so could bc, without the chain abc being remarkable (or 
even possible). It is hard to reason with and represent sequential patterns without 
subscribing to this fallacy, but ingenious solutions do exist (Dawkins, 1976). This 
problem arises because some sequences are 'higher order' and events are affected by 
specific combinations of several previous events. So dbc might be common while abc 
is not. The brute force way to deal with this is to have a three- four- or higher-
dimensional matrix to capture patterns that occur in strings of three, or four or more 
events. But for N event types, this now means finding enough data to populate N3, N4 
or Nm cells - a 'combinatorial explosion'. This is why it is important to restrict the 
coding to a 'modest' number of behaviour-types, typically around 10-15.  
 
In addition to the classic question in sequence analysis 'what event-type will follow, 
or be triggered by, the occurrence of a?' there is a second question 'will a hasten or 
delay the occurrence of the next b?' (Successive occurrences of the same behaviour 
can also be examined - 'will a hasten or delay the occurrence of the next a?') The 



technique of choice, a log-survivor function, was created for the particular case where 
a and b are the birth and death of an individual, and the issue is whether mortality rate 
is disproportionately high in the young, or the old, or some more complicated 
combination. If mortality rate is independent of age, the simplest 'baseline' case, a 
population will decline exponentially with age. This is not easy to spot on a plot of 
population size as a function of age, but the log of population size, as a function of 
age, will be a straight line with a downward slope. This is a 'log survivor function'. 
Any departure form this simple baseline situation is now easy to spot. The curve bows 
towards the origin if death rate is highest in the young, and away from the origin if it 
is highest in old individuals. More generally, for a 'population' of other time intervals, 
such as the intervals between successive occurrences of events a and b, the shape of 
the curve can indicate an over-representation of short intervals, possibly meaning a 
triggers b, or hastens its onset, or an over-representation of long intervals, possibly 
meaning a inhibits or delays b. This is illustrated for various behaviours in Figure 4.y, 
for positive lags (b follows a), and negative lags (b precedes a). In both cases the 
occurrence of a is 'time zero', and it is in relation to this common reference point that 
the pattern of occurrence of other behaviours becomes apparent. 
 

 
Figure 4.y: Logsurvivor plot of behaviours before and after release of 
spiroacetal in female/female contest of Goniozus legneri. (Yaxis is log 

percentage of time intervals +1, to avoid the need for log 0.) 
 
Returning to the specifics of the contests in female Goniozus legneri, what do the 
examples here suggest? In figure 4.x we see that losers release their spiroacetal 
after being ‘violently attacked’ (fight) by the winner; losers then usually leave the 
central chamber; and after a release, the winner does not fight any longer. 
Although there is no strict 'turn‐taking' principle in these contests, as there 
would be in human conversation for instance, it is still the case that successive 
behaviours by the same individual tend to show up best at lag 2, while 



behavioural responses of one individual to another are clearest at lag 1. Lag 2 is 
illustrated here, as the transition of greatest interest, 'Loser release' ‐> 'Loser 
out', is just such a same‐individual or 'proactive' transition. 
Turning now to the log‐survivor plot in figure 4.y, we see that releases are 
preceded by a sudden burst of fighting displayed by the ‘future receiver / 
winner’ female against a backdrop of steady and less frequent exits and 
aggressive behaviour by the ‘future releaser / loser female. Immediately after 
release, the receiver stops fighting, although the winner is aggressive again and 
the loser leaves within about 12 seconds in about 90% of the contests observed. 
('Aggressive behaviour' includes chases, bites, attempted attacks with the stinger 
and successful attacks with the stinger.) 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